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  Name:  ______________________________________________________ 
 
  School:  _____________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
 Time allowed:    1 hour 30 minutes 
 

Equipment needed:    Pen, pencil, lined paper, eraser. 
 

Information for candidates: 
 
1. Write your name and school on this page. 
2. Write your answers on the separate paper provided.  Please put your name 

on all the sheets of paper you use. 
3. There are 2 questions in this paper.  You should attempt both of them. 
4. The paper will be marked out of 60.  The marks for each question or part 
 question are indicated in square brackets [ ]. 
5. There are two passages overleaf.  Read them both and answer the questions 

on the final page. 
 

 



Read both passages and answer the questions that follow:  
 
Passage 1 
 
Mrs Joe prepares supper. 
                                            
My sister had a trenchant way of cutting our bread and butter for us, that never 
varied. First, with her left hand she jammed the loaf hard and fast against her bib – 
where it sometimes got a pin into it, and sometimes a needle, which we afterwards 
got into our mouths. Then she took some butter (not too much) on a knife and spread 
it on the loaf, in an apothecary1 kind of way, as if she were making a plaister2 – using 
both sides of the knife with a slapping dexterity, and trimming and moulding the 
butter off round the crust. Then, she gave the knife a final smart wipe on the edge of 
the plaister, and then sawed a very thick round off the loaf: which she finally, before 
separating from the loaf, hewed into two halves, of which Joe got one, and I the 
other. 
 
1. apothecary – a chemist licensed to dispense medicines. 
2. Plaister – “plaster”, or bandage spread with medicine. 

 
From “Great Expectations”, Charles Dickens 

 
Passage 2 
 
He went downstairs in his shirt and then struggled into his pit-trousers, which were 
left on the hearth to warm all night.  There was always a fire, because Mrs Morel 
raked. And the first sound in the house was the bang, bang of the poker against the 
raker, as Morel smashed the remainder of the coal to make the kettle, which was 
filled and left on the hob, finally boil. His cup and knife and fork, all he wanted 
except just the food, was laid ready on the table on a newspaper. Then he got his 
breakfast, made the tea, packed the bottom of the doors with rugs to shut out the 
draught, piled a big fire, and sat down to an hour of joy. He toasted his bacon on a 
fork and caught the drops of fat on his bread; then he put the rasher on his thick slice 
of bread, and cut off chunks with a clasp-knife1, poured his tea into his saucer, and 
was happy. With his family about, meals were never so pleasant. He loathed a fork; it 
is a modern introduction which has still scarcely reached common people. What 
Morel preferred was a clasp-knife. Then, in solitude, he ate and drank, often sitting, 
in cold weather, on a little stool with his back to the warm chimney-piece, his food on 
the fender, his cup on the hearth. And then he read the last night’s newspaper – what 
of it he could – spelling it over laboriously. He preferred to keep the blinds down and 
the candle lit even when it was daylight; it was the habit of the mine. 
 
1. clasp-knife – a folding knife, like a large pen-knife. 
 

      From ”Sons and Lovers”, D H Lawrence                                                                   
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Answer both questions 1 and 2: 
 
1. Compare and contrast the two passages, in which two different characters 

undertake everyday activities. 
 
 You could consider such things as: 
 
 The presentation of the two characters and the feelings they display. 

The portrayal of tone and atmosphere. 
The way language and literary style create particular effects. 

 
 [30 marks] 

 
 
2. Write a short piece in which you, or any other character, imagined or real, 

perform some task in a way which serves to illustrate his or her personality, 
habits, likes and dislikes. (It could be either in the past tense, or the present – 
describing habitual actions.) 

 
[30 marks] 
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